• Sensitivity approach to LRIC can be categorized as LRMC
• LRIC is typically calculated through simulating the impact to the network assets from a nodal injection
• LRMC is through carrying out a sensitivity analysis to work out the effect
Long-run Incremental Cost Pricing
• LRIC is based on simulation of cases without and with nodal injection at different nodes to attain charges and it needs to run power flow twice to obtain results with and without the nodal increment at each node.
If current loading level, D, rises with a steady load growth rate, r, we can estimate the time when the loading level reaches its full loading level:
Time Horizon:
The difference of the present value, PV, with an without the load increment:
It can then be translated into cost, by applying a load increment.
Long-run Marginal Cost Pricing
• Effects of Nodal Injection on Circuit Power Flow 
• LRMC is based on sensitivity analysis (derivative approach) to work out effects of a tiny nodal injection on system assets for every node. •For higher LGR, nodal injection smaller than 0.5MW for LRIC outputs close results to those from LRMC. While for bigger nodal injection, low utilization sees big difference.
Comparison in GSP Area-I
A GSP test system network • The comparisons are carried out for the GSP system under 1)Two underlying LGRs: 1% and 5%;
2)Base loading level case and 20% load scaling up case.
3)For the LRIC, an injection of 1MW is applied.
Comparison in GSP Area-II
(a) 1% growth rate case (b) 5% growth rate case Higher loading levels -20% scaling up (a) 1% growth rate case (b) 5% growth rate case
•The trend of difference in charges from LRMC and LRIC is consistent with the conclusions obtained from the above test example.
•Big nodal injections for LRIC see big difference between the two approaches
• In terms of accuracy, LRIC and LRMC approaches yield quite similar results with small nodal injection for LRIC. When the injection becomes large, the discrepancies become apparent. The big difference in charges appears only when circuits are highly loaded and LGR is small.
• In terms of speed, LRIC needs to run power flow analysis twice in order to work out the effects of a nodal injection. LRMC, working by utilizing Jacobian matrix, can avoid running power flow for every injection for every node.
